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 Instant ExEcutIvE BrIEfIng

FMLA Intermittent Leave 

Closely track leave,  
and aggressively pursue fraud

One of the biggest employer complaints about the  
FMLA has been productivity problems caused by 

employees’ use (and abuse) of intermittent leave, accord-
ing to a U .S . Department of Labor (DOL) report . 

Employees with chronic health problems often take FMLA 
leave in short increments of an hour or less . That can cause a 
productivity, scheduling and cost predicament, especially in 
time-sensitive industries like health care, public safety and 
transportation . These unscheduled, intermittent leaves, the 
DOL report said, are “the most serious area of friction between 
employers and employees seeking to use FMLA leave  . . . no 
other FMLA issue even comes close .”

Recently, the DOL took a big step to help minimize work-
place disruptions due to unscheduled FMLA absences . In its 
revised 2009 FMLA regulations, the DOL says that, in most 
cases, employees who take intermittent FMLA leave must 

1

Problem: An employee is taking FMLA intermittent leave on short 
notice, and you’re beginning to question her real motivation.  

Solution: Require medical certification (in the legally smart way) to 
prove her leave request is legitimate. Also, track intermittent leave 
in the smallest units your timekeeping system allows. 
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 follow their employers’ usual call-in procedures for reporting 
an absence (such as requiring employees to call in before miss-
ing a shift) unless there are unusual circumstances .

The FMLA at a glance
The FMLA entitles eligible employees to take up to 12 weeks’ 
unpaid leave per year for their own “serious health condi-
tion” or to care for an immediate family member with a 
serious health condition . Leave is also available to care for  
a newborn or an adopted or foster child . Em ployers with 50  
or more employees within a 75-mile radius of the work site 
must offer FMLA leave to their eligible workers .

To be eligible, an employee must work for a covered  
employer for at least 12 months (but not necessarily 12 contin-
uous months) and clock at least 1,250 hours during the  
12 months leading up to FMLA leave . Paid time off, such as 
vacation or sick leave, doesn’t count in calculating an  
employee’s eligibility .

Employees don’t have to take their 12 weeks of FMLA  
leave all at once . They can—and typically do—take small 
chunks of intermittent leave for a single, qualifying reason . 
They often use it while recuperating or when suffering from 
chronic conditions .

Those who suffer chronic ailments may need to take leave 
on short notice when their conditions suddenly worsen . But 
some employees claim chronic condition flare-ups when they 
just want a day off .

Strategy tips on managing leave
Even though managing intermittent leave can be vexing, the 
FMLA does give employers some tools to combat leave abuse .

As with FMLA leave taken in one block, employees  
requesting intermittent leave must provide you notice . 
Employees are supposed to give at least 30 days’ notice  
when their need for FMLA leave is foreseeable . When it’s  
not, they must notify you “as soon as practicable .”
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Certify and schedule the leave 
Don’t accept FMLA requests at face value . The law gives you 
the right to demand certification from the employee’s doc-
tor of his or her need for FMLA leave . You can request new 
medical certification from the employee at the start of each 
FMLA year . The law also entitles you to ask for a second or  
third opinion, if necessary, before granting FMLA leave .

When employees have chronic conditions and their certifi-
cations call for intermittent leave, you should attempt to work 
out  leave schedules as far in advance as possible . It’s legal to try 
to schedule FMLA-related absences, but you can’t deny them .

Key point: When a worker requests intermittent leave or  
a reduced schedule for foreseeable medical treatment, you  
can require the employee to try to schedule the treatment 
so that it’s least disruptive to your business, such as making 
appointments after work . But you can only ask the employee 
to go so far . While the ADA does give you some leeway by 
not requiring you to provide an accommodation if it creates  
an “undue hardship” on your business, there’s no such stan-
dard for FMLA leave . You can’t refuse FMLA leave when  
workers are entitled to it or force them to return early from  
an injury for light-duty work . 

It’s important to immediately nail down the expected  
frequency and duration of intermittent leave . You can insist  
on a medical provider’s estimate of how often the employee 
will need time off . You also can wait until the provider gives  
you that estimate to approve FMLA intermittent leave .

The best approach: Use the DOL’s official certification form 
(download it at www.dol.gov/whd/forms) . Then review the 
form to make sure it’s complete before you approve an employ-
ee’s intermittent leave .

Case in point: Michael Tome, who worked for Harley-
Davidson, suffered back problems and asked for intermit  tent 
leave . The HR office told him to have his doctor fill out the offi-
cial DOL certification form .

Tome’s doctor did so, but he left blank the space provided  
to fill in the expected frequency and duration of any periods 
when Tome would need leave .
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Finally, the doctor estimated the frequency at “12 episodes 
of incapacity over a six-month period .” Although Harley-
Davidson then ap proved intermittent leave, Tome sued, claim-
ing the delay interfered with his FMLA rights .

The court disagreed . It said the employer was entitled to 
complete information before it considered the request for 
intermittent leave . (Tome v. Harley-Davidson, MD PA)

Seek recertification
What happens if employees use their initial FMLA certification 
to take intermittent leave in a noticeable pattern of Friday and 
Monday absences? You can seek recertification to verify the 
person’s continuing need for time off .

The law says you can request recertification “on a reason-
able basis .” If the certification form doesn’t specify a time limit, 
you can typically request recertification no more than once 
every 30 days . 

Tip: If you receive information that makes you suspect 
FMLA leave abuse, you can ask for recertification more fre-
quently . Fortunately, a recent DOL opinion letter says that 
a pattern of Friday/Monday absences counts as information  
that casts doubt on an employee’s stated need for FMLA leave .

That means you can seek recertification more frequently 
than every 30 days, as long as the request is made in connection 
with an absence .

Here are four tips on certifying leave requests: 
1. Ask about the specific condition. Medical certification 

must relate only to the serious health condition that is causing 
the leave . You can’t ask about the employee’s general health or 
other conditions . 

2. Give 15 days to respond. After you request certification, 
give employees at least 15 calendar days to submit the paper-
work . Courts will frown on employers that deny leave simply 
because employees submit certification forms on the 16th day . 
So, if employees’ certification is lacking, notify them and give 
them a reasonable time to correct it .

3. If you doubt the need for leave, investigate the cer-
tification . Your organization (but not the employee’s direct 
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supervisor) can contact the employee’s physician to clarify  
the medical certification .

4. If you’re still not convinced, require (and pay for) a  
second opinion . Use an independent doctor whom you select, 
not a doctor who works for your organization . If the two opin-
ions conflict, you can pay for a third and final, binding medi-
cal opinion .

Monitor employees on leave
Sometimes, FMLA leaves just don’t “feel right .” As we’ve said, 
maybe it’s a Monday/Friday pattern or some other conspicuous 
reason .

Courts consistently have upheld employers’ rights to moni-
tor employees on FMLA leave . Similar to workers’ comp cases, 
employers that believe employees are abusing their FMLA 
leave can call and check to make sure sick employees are rest-
ing at home . Or, you can require the employees to contact you 
when they leave their homes during sick leave .

Employees who are found to be abusing leave can be disci-
plined in accordance with your company policy .

Carefully track leave
Tracking is a key component of managing intermittent leave . 
Employers may count leave in the smallest unit that their time-
tracking system allows for hourly employees . 

For exempt employees, leave can be taken in increments  
as small as one-half day . (FMLA regulations allow employers to 
reduce pay for unpaid leave without destroying an employee’s 
exemption under the Fair Labor Standards Act .)

Whatever time measurement is used, it’s still a fractional 
portion of a day . Employers are responsible for keeping track of 
the total amount of leave used . Inform employees of how much 
leave they have available at the start of each leave period .

Caution: Don’t automatically terminate employees right 
after they use up their entire 12 weeks of FMLA leave . First, 
determine if the employee may be considered “disabled” 
under the ADA . That may entitle the employee to more time 
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off as an ADA “reasonable accommodation .” This is often the 
case when just a short period of additional time off is neces-
sary for recuperation . 

Sniff out suspicious FMLA requests: An 11-step plan
Use of the medical certification process is the biggest weapon 
employers have in combating potential fraud under the FMLA . 
It gives you the right to obtain information from the employee’s 
physician about the ailment and, at least for the first certifica-
tion, to obtain a second or third opinion from an independent 
physician .

To make sure employees take only FMLA leave they’re 
entitled to, follow these steps, which are important parts of an 
effective anti-fraud program:

1. Obtain a medical certification for each request for leave 
due to a serious health condition . It’s important that your sick 
leave or attendance policy requires a doctor’s certification for 
all absences of three or more days for the leave to be excused . 
If there’s no such requirement and you intend to require paid 
leave to run concurrent with FMLA leave, you might not be able 
to require a medical certification, which is the first step in an 
anti-fraud program .

2. Enforce a policy denying the leave request if an 
em ployee fails to submit certification within 15 days . In each 
instance, assess any appropriate penalties for failure to be at 
work .

3. Examine the certification closely to ensure it’s been 
properly and fully completed . Many doctors will complete the 
form in a hurried fashion . In some cases, they’ll intentionally 
leave some sections incomplete in order to remain “truthful” 
while accommodating the desires of the patient/employee 
for leave .

If the medical certification is incomplete, specify in writ-
ing what information is lacking and allow the employee at 
least seven days to cure the deficiency . If the employee fails 
to do so, deny the leave request . Of course, if the medical  
certification doesn’t support the existence of a serious health 
condition, you should deny the request .
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4. Require a second opinion if the circumstances are  
even slightly suspicious and it’s an original certification .

5. Once the certification is approved, make a limited 
inquiry each time the employee requests more leave, par-
ticularly in the case of intermittent leave . Is this leave related  
to the original qualifying reason?

6. Watch the schedule of absences closely in cases of  
intermittent leave to determine whether a suspicious  pattern 

 

It may be tempting to discipline or fire employees whose leave pat-
terns (e.g., falling on Mon days or Fridays) suggest abuse. But you’re 
better off investigating thoroughly before you act. 

Why? If you’re wrong and the employee can prove he or she was 
really suffering from whatever ailment or condition the intermittent 
leave covers, you won’t have much of a defense when the person sues.

Case in point: Evet Vaughn, who has a chronic heart disorder, 
worked as a dealer at Bally’s Atlantic City. She also had a part-time 
job at the Borgata, another Atlantic City casino.

Vaughn had applied for and was granted intermittent FMLA leave 
so she could leave early on days her heart problem caused pain. She 
would then go home, take medication and rest. All went well until 
she left early toward the end of a shift at Bally’s and went home. She 
claims she took her medicine, had a nap and felt better so she went 
to the Borgata for her shift. While she was dealing blackjack, one of 
Bally’s managers strolled by.

Later that evening, Vaughn became ill and went to the hospital. 
But when she returned to work at Bally’s, she was fired for fraudu-
lently using intermittent leave. She sued, and the court ordered a 
trial. In lieu of Bally’s conducting its own investigation, a jury was 
left to decide whether Vaughn had indeed been sick and later recov-
ered enough to go to her second job. (Vaughn v. Bally’s, DC NJ)

Final note: Worried about employees using intermittent leave to 
work a second job? Solve the problem by having a company policy 
that prohibits moonlighting.

 Intermittent-leave abuse? Double-check facts before you act

Lessons From the Court
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develops (e .g ., immediately before and after weekends or days 
off) or whether there’s a change in the frequency or timing . 
Such actions could suggest a change in condition that enables 
you to request a recertification .

7. Request recertifications as often as the law allows . The 
frequency of recertification permitted will differ depending on 
the type of leave and the type of serious health condition .

8. Require accrued leave to run concurrently with FMLA 
leave when allowed by law . When an employee realizes that  
taking leave today will affect future vacation time, he or she is 
more likely to take FMLA only when the need is legitimate .

9. Ask the employee’s physician to verify that the medical 
certification is exactly as he or she signed it and has not been 
altered .

10. Inquire about the intended method of transporta-
tion if an employee requests to leave work early because of  
his or her own serious health condition .

11. Aggressively pursue potential fraud, and if concrete 
evidence of fraud is discovered, take appropriate disciplinary 
action . Always follow up on reports from fellow employees or 
other sources that the employee does not, in fact, need leave .

Final note: Even if these actions uncover no fraud, your 
efforts will still reap dividends . Once employees become 
aware that you intend to use these tools to detect fraud, 
employees otherwise inclined to take advantage of the  
FMLA will wait until a legitimate need arises . 

Use calendar-year method to tame intermittent leave 
Employees who take intermittent leave can wreak havoc  
with work schedules . Because their conditions can flare up  
at any time, their absences are by nature unpredictable . But 
there are ways you can legally curtail intermittent leave .

One way is to use the calendar-year method to set FMLA 
leave eligibility . Here’s how it works: 

Sometime during the calendar year, an employee submits 
medical documentation showing she will need  intermittent 
FMLA leave for a chronic condition . If she is eligible for 
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leave at that time (because she has worked for the  company 
for at least one year and has worked more than 1,250 
hours in the preceding 12 months), she can take up to 12  
weeks of intermittent leave until the end of the calendar  
year . Then the process starts again . If, on Jan . 1, she hasn’t 
worked 1,250 hours in the preceding 12 months, she’s no  
longer eligible—and won’t be eligible again until she hits  
1,250 hours .

Case in point: Candice Davis worked for Michigan Bell  
and suffered from chronic depression . She had many unex-
cused absences and was close to termination for violating  
the company’s attendance policy .

By September, she reached the 1,250-hour threshold  
(she had already worked for the company for more than one 
year) and became eligible for FMLA leave .

She got her therapist to certify that she suffered from a 
chronic serious health condition that required intermittent 
leave . The phone company granted her FMLA request and  
she missed work periodically through the fall because of 
depression episodes .

Then she didn’t return to work after taking intermittent 
leave at the end of December . The company terminated her  
for violating the attendance policy . She sued, alleging she 
hadn’t used up all 12 weeks of intermittent leave .

The 6th Circuit Court of Appeals rejected her claim . It  
reasoned that employers that use the calendar method  
could start the FMLA process over at the beginning of the  
year . She would have had to meet the 1,250-hours eligibility 
requirement on Jan . 1 . She didn’t because of her absences in 
the preceding year . (Davis v. Michigan Bell Telephone, No . 
07-1512, 6th Cir .)  

Note: Employers can use any of the following methods to  
set the FMLA benefit year: 

• Calendar year 

• Fixed 12-month “leave year”

• 12-month period rolled forward from the date an employ-
ee’s first leave begins
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The DOL’s revised FMLA regulations, which took effect in January 
2009, contain several key changes. Make sure your policies comply 
with these provisions: 

1. New military caregiver leave. Employees are allowed to take 
up to 26 weeks of unpaid FMLA leave in each 12-month period to 
care for family members who suffered a serious injury or illness 
while on active military duty.

2. New active-duty leave. Families of National Guard and 
Reserve personnel on active duty are allowed to take up to 12 weeks 
of job-protected FMLA leave per year to manage certain qualifying 
“exigencies” related to their military service (such as financial and 
legal arrangements or short-notice deployment).

3. Revised definition of a “serious condition.” The FMLA says a 
serious health condition must involve more than three consecutive 
calendar days of incapacity plus “two visits to a health care  
provider.” The new rules clarify that those two visits must occur 
within 30 days of the period of incapacity.

4. Direct contact with doctor allowed. The new regulations allow 
employers to directly contact an employee’s health care provider to 
seek clarification about information on an employee’s FMLA certifi-
cation form. The rules give this right only to a “health care provider, 
a human resources professional, a leave administrator (including 
third-party administrators), or a management official.” An employ-
ee’s “direct supervisor” is prohibited from making such inquiries. 
Also, employers can’t ask doctors for information beyond what is 
required by the certification form. 

5. New employer notice obligations. In addition to conspicuously 
posting a notice about your FMLA and complaint-filing procedures, 
you must provide the same notice in your employee handbooks (or 
distribute a copy of your FMLA policy upon hire).

The good news: Employers are now given five business days—
instead of two—to send out FMLA eligibility and designation notices 
to employees.

6. Less leeway for employees’ notice. Previously, the law was 
interpreted to allow employees to give notice of their need for FMLA 
leave up to two business days after being out on FMLA leave, even if 
they could have given notice earlier. But the new rules say that, in 

Revised FMLA: 8 changes you must comply with
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• “Rolling” 12-month period measured backward from  
the date an employee uses any FMLA leave .

Be careful in selecting your tracking system . You don’t  
want to give employees a chance to elect the most advanta-
geous measuring method when they take their leave (e .g ., 
stacking 24 weeks of leave—12 at year-end plus 12 at the  
start of the next year) .

Can we require certification every time an employee  
takes intermittent leave?

Q We have an employee with a chronic condition. We  
granted her intermittent FMLA leave provided she gave  

us a certification each time she takes time off for the con-
dition. We have to constantly remind her to turn in the  
form. She also won’t call HR when she’s sick but leaves a 

most cases, employees who take intermittent FMLA leave must fol-
low the employer’s call-in procedures for reporting an absence, 
unless there are unusual circumstances.

7. Light duty doesn’t count as FMLA leave. The rules make clear 
that the time employees spend performing “light-duty” work does 
not count toward their 12 weeks of FMLA entitlement. 

8. Perfect-attendance awards can be denied. Employers can 
deny perfect-attendance awards to employees who take FMLA leave 
(and thus are absent) as long as they treat employees taking non-
FMLA leave the same way.

 
Reader questions on FMLA intermittent leave
Here’s a sampling of questions on FMLA intermittent leave  
submitted by readers of our HR Specialist newsletters,  
answered by employment law attorneys.

Mailbag
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message with the front desk. This makes it hard to track 
her usage. Can we terminate her for refusing to follow the 
instructions laid out on the FMLA approval form? 

A It sounds like you are treading on thin ice . For chronic 
conditions, employers can request recertification no more  

often than every 30 days and only in connection with an 
employee’s absence (unless you receive information that  
casts doubt on the stated reason for the absence) .

Note: The DOL has said that an employee’s pattern of 
absences (e .g ., taking Mondays and Fridays off for FMLA  
leave) may, by itself, cast doubt on the employee’s stated  
reason .

Can we deduct hourly FMLA leave for exempt staff?

Q We have an exempt administrative employee who’s on 
intermittent FMLA leave. She’s unable to work on  

Fridays for two or three hours due to a serious health condi-
tion. By policy, she must use any accrued sick leave  
when she is out sick, typically in whole-day increments.  
Can we charge her sick time in hourly intervals because  
she is utilizing FMLA intermittent leave even if we charge  
her in larger blocks when she is just plain sick?

A Yes . Typically, deductions from an employee’s salary in 
increments of less than a full day jeopardize the person’s 

FLSA exempt status because it begins to treat that employee 
like an hourly worker . But the FMLA regulations specifically 
permit employers to make deductions from an exempt employ-
ee’s salary for any hours taken during a workweek as inter-
mittent or reduced-schedule leave without affecting the 
employee’s exempt status .

In other words, an employee will remain exempt even if  
an employer makes deductions from the employee’s salary  
for unpaid intermittent or reduced-schedule leave .

Must we grant new dad intermittent leave after baby is born?

Q Do we have to grant an employee’s request for intermit-
tent FMLA leave to care for his newborn son?
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A Not necessarily . The FMLA entitles a father of a newborn 
to take up to 12 weeks of leave to care for the child . Leave 

to care for a newborn must be complete within 12 months  
of the birth . However, the leave may not be intermittent or  
on a reduced schedule unless the employer agrees to provide 
the intermittent leave .

Thus, unless you agree to permit your employee to work  
on a reduced schedule, you are not required to grant his 
request . If your employee’s newborn son, however, suffers 
from a serious health condition, you can’t refuse his request  
for intermittent leave .

How brief a time increment must we use when granting FMLA 
intermittent leave?

Q An employee has requested one hour of unpaid inter-
mittent FMLA leave. Can we require him to use up a  

half or full day of leave instead?

A No . You must permit the employee to take intermittent 
FMLA leave in the requested one-hour increment .  

Eligible employees may take FMLA leave in increments as  
small as the employer’s payroll system will capture, provided 
the minimum increment is not greater than one hour .

Moreover, an employer may not use an increment greater 
than the shortest period of time used for other forms of leave . 
For example, if you account for sick leave in 30-minute incre-
ments, but vacation in one-hour increments, you must account 
for FMLA leave in, at a maximum, 30-minute increments .
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Absenteeism and Sick Leave 

Curb chronic absenteeism,  
a drain on the bottom line

Some HR experts estimate that an absent employee 
costs an organization 1 .75 to 2 .5 times his or her 

daily salary . Indeed, the nation’s largest employers  
estimate that unscheduled absenteeism costs their  
businesses more than $760,000 per year in direct payroll 
costs, according to the most recent CCH Unscheduled 
Absence Survey .

Even though the absenteeism rate for U .S . businesses  
dipped to 2 .3% in 2007 (versus 2 .5% the previous year), the  
CCH survey revealed some bad news: Two-thirds of 
em ployees who call in sick at the last minute aren’t really 
sick . Instead, they’re skipping work to deal with personal or 
family issues .

Personal illness still ranks as the single most common 
reason for last-minute no-shows (34%), but two-thirds of 

1

Problem: The costs of employee absenteeism—reflected in lost 
productivity, overtime and temporary replacements for absent 
workers—can add up quickly.

Solution: Adopt a reasonable and specific attendance policy tai-
lored to the needs of your organization and specific jobs. 
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 unscheduled absences are due to other reasons: family issues, 
22%; personal needs, 18%; an entitlement mentality (em ployees 
earn the leave, so they use it), 13%; and stress, 13% . 

That should come as no surprise to HR pros, who chroni-
cally deal with the reality confirmed in the CCH survey: The 
most noticeable no-shows are on Mondays and Fridays and 
around holidays like Christmas and the Fourth of July .

How best to combat the no-show problem? Approaches 
vary, but most successful absenteeism programs are grounded 
in three basic elements: a clearly enunciated company 
policy, careful documentation and consistent application of 
that  policy .

Set a clear, specific policy
Frequently, absenteeism problems arise because an organiza-
tion has no specific policy on the issue . That’s why you should 
distribute to all employees a company policy indicating when 
and under what conditions an employee will be paid—or not 
paid—for absences . (Those determina tions can be based on 
average absence rates for a company or industry based on a 
survey of what other companies offer .) 

Your policy should cover all issues of attendance, including 
lateness, sickness, personal busi ness, family and medical leave, 
and disability con cerns .

A key piece: Set objective criteria for when absenteeism 
would trigger disciplinary action, as well as positive measures 
and awards that will accrue for individuals or depart ments that 
meet zero-absence targets .

The two most common types of attendance policies are  
no-fault policies and paid-time-off (PTO) banks: 

• No-fault attendance policies regulate absenteeism by 
recording each absence as an “occurrence .” Progressive 
discipline kicks in when the total amount of occurrences 
exceeds a certain number . For example, six occurrences 
may result in a written warning, eight occurrences may 
trigger a one-day suspension, and 12 would end in termi-
nation . 
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• PTO policies group all vacation days, holidays, sick  
days and personal days into one combined bank of  
days an employee is entitled to be absent from work  
each year . When employees’ absences exceed this  
amount, they may be subject to discipline . If the maxi-
mum number of absences isn’t used, the employee may 
convert the remaining days into cash or carry them  
over to next year’s balance . (For more information on 
PTOs, see page 7.)

Caution: Be aware that no-fault absentee policies may  
violate the ADA and the FMLA . Courts have found that an 
employer might have to reasonably accommodate an  
employee’s qualified disability under the ADA regardless of  
its no-fault absentee policy . Also, you can’t count FMLA  
leave time in determining whether a threshold number of 
absences has been reached under a no-fault policy .

Always document absences
Documentation is the cardinal rule in any activ ity for which  
an employee may be disciplined . Make sure you and your 
supervisors keep accurate attendance records for all  
employees . 

You can figure an absence rate by dividing the number of 
days an employee was scheduled to work for a given period 
into the number of absences . You can also calculate the aver-
age ab sence rates for each department and the or ganization as 
a whole .

Consistently enforce your policy
No company policy will be effective unless you apply it con-
sistently and fairly to all employees . Employers that fail to do 
so open themselves up to discrimination claims . For that rea-
son, supervisors should be clear on their responsibilities  for 
recording data and for counseling and disciplining employees . 

Yet an absenteeism policy must also remain flexible  
enough to allow for special situations that might arise . (Lack  
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of flexibility is one of the reasons most often cited by profes-
sional arbitrators in overruling company disciplinary  
actions arising from employee absenteeism .)

Tip: Perhaps the most important point an employer can 
make concerning employee absenteeism is that a sick leave  
or absence policy is not a benefit to be equated with vaca-
tion time or personal leave . The more employees understand 
this and recognize your commitment to disciplining chronic 
absenteeism, the fewer problems you’re likely to encounter .

Use positive discipline
When you’re faced with a chronically absent employee, it’s  
best to have a positive discipline program in place . 

For example, assume that a worker has an absenteeism 
problem resulting in lower productivity . Because absentee-
ism typically comes under the “minor problem” category,  
the first step is a counseling session between the individual 
and his or her supervisor . In this session the supervisor  
determines if the employee understands the company’s policy 
on absences . 

The positive discipline approach then consists of the fol-
lowing stages:

■  Oral reminder stage. This stage follows the counseling 
session and lasts three months or however long seems to be  
in your organization’s best interest . But the period has to 
be uniform for all employees . If you resolve the problem, 
the slate is wiped clean and so is the documentation of the 
incident .

■ Written reminder stage. If the problem still exists after 
the counseling session, a second session between the  
employee and the supervisor is scheduled . This time, how-
ever, the supervisor writes a memo to the employee spelling  
out the problem, the person’s acknowledgment of it and his  
or her agreement to work toward resolving the problem .

The supervisor puts a copy in the employee’s personnel  
file . The written reminder stage lasts six months, or how ever 
long you think is best for the organization . If the problem is 
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resolved within this time, the memo is considered inactive  
and there are no repercussions for the worker . However,  
don’t discard the memo—keep it in the employee’s personnel 
file .

■ Decision-making stage. If the absenteeism problem  
still exists after the written reminder stage, the supervisor  
has a final meeting with the employee and spells out the  
organization’s policies again . Then the supervisor gives the 
employee a one-day leave of absence to decide whether to  
continue working for the organization on the condition that  
he or she agrees to abide by its rules .

Set reasonable call-in rules for absences
When it comes to absenteeism, you know you must give 
employees some slack, especially for family and medical  
emergencies and to accommodate disabilities that sometimes 
flare up . 

But to ensure the work gets done, you need to know who’s 
going to show up and who isn’t . 

Use these common-sense rules in creating an effective 
call-in procedure that passes legal muster with the FMLA  
and the ADA: 

• Require employees who know they’ll miss a shift to  
call a supervisor within a certain window (say, before or 
shortly after their shift starts, depending on your opera-
tional needs) . For example, a school district or health  
care facility may need more notice than a grocery store 
simply because of the nature of its business . 

• Decide whether to allow voice mail messages or  
require that employees speak directly with a supervisor . 

• Set the punishment for violating call-in rules, but  
allow leeway for true emergencies such as accidents . 
Re member, the FMLA requires employees to notify their 
employers “as soon as practicable” of their need for  
leave in an emergency or for an unforeseen serious  
health condition . 

(Continued on page 7)
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Employees who miss work frequently often show predictable pat-
terns. Once you know how to spot the warning signs, you can take 
steps to address the underlying issues. 

Here are the top predictors of which employees are most likely to 
call in sick, along with ways you can solve the problems: 

1. Previous absence record. The most reliable measures of 
employees’ attendance are their past records. Make attendance 
inquiries a standard part of employment background checks. 

2. Job characteristics. Employees in jobs that require low skill or 
involve repetitive tasks are more likely to experience attendance 
problems. Encourage supervisors to find ways to vary job routines 
and responsibilities when possible. 

Even though you can’t eliminate boring work, you can try to 
reduce a person’s need to flee from it. Here are two suggestions:

• Expand boring jobs so that employees can see their tasks through 
to a worthwhile result. Giving work a beginning, a middle and an 
end increases their satisfaction at least threefold.

• Break down boring jobs into smaller pieces so a supervisor can 
distribute a variety of tasks among more employees. Diversifying 
each person’s job makes the work more interesting and less bor-
ing and time-consuming.

3. Stress. The more an employee feels stressed on the job, the 
more likely he or she will avoid coming to work. Offer constructive 
ways for employees to deal with stress, such as employee assis-
tance programs, fitness center memberships and vacation leave. 

4. Shift work. Employees who work nights or off-hours tend to 
miss work more frequently because of conflicts with home and fam-
ily responsibilities. If you employ shift workers, allow room for flex-
ible leave policies. 

5. Personal characteristics. Employees who show signs of 
aggression, instability and high sociability tend to miss work more 
often than others. 

Solution? Use selection processes such as psychological testing 
that identify those characteristics. 

How to spot the warning signs of chronic absenteeism
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Case in point: Geico Insurance fired Chris topher McCoy,  
a customer service rep, after he repeatedly failed to follow 
directions for calling in sick . McCoy claimed he sometimes 
couldn’t work because of migraine headaches . 

Geico’s policy required employees to call a supervisor 
directly within 30 minutes of the start of a missed shift .
Apparently, McCoy chronically called in and left a voice mail 
message instead . Geico gave him several warnings about dis-
ciplinary action before firing him . 

McCoy sued for alleged disability discrimination . But the 
court rejected his claim, explaining that Geico’s rule was  
reasonable and McCoy never said the migraines prevented 
him from directly calling his supervisor . (McCoy v. Geico 
General Insurance, MD FL)

Final note: Remember to apply the rules uniformly . You 
can’t insist that a disabled employee follow the letter of a  
rule while allowing others to skirt it . 

Trim absentee costs with PTO banks 
What’s the most effective strategy companies are using to  
curb unscheduled absences? Converting sick and annual leave 
programs to PTO banks, according to the CCH Unscheduled 
Ab sence Survey (see chart, page 9).  

A PTO policy creates a single time bank that employees  
can tap every year as they see fit without having to dig into  
sick leave or vacation time . Such plans can reduce sick leave 
abuse and trim your absentee costs . 

While the average employer spends 14 .6% of payroll on 
absentee costs, organizations with PTOs spend only 8 .7%, 
according to the National Center for Policy Analysis . 

Major benefits of PTOs
These days, parents and others who have caregiver respon-
sibilities don’t hesitate to take time off . Whether it’s unpaid 
FMLA leave to care for new children or elderly parents, or 
time off to attend a soccer game or parent-teacher conference, 
employees are taking advantage of benefits that foster work/
life balance .
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But where does that leave employees who don’t have  
children or elderly parents to care for? What does all this  
work/life balance do for morale when some employees feel 
they’re carrying a larger workload than those seen walking  
out the door early for an afternoon recital or ballgame?

PTO banks can help calm that worker discontent by provid-
ing more leave flexibility for all .

Advice: Structure your PTO policy to promote flexibility .  
It should specify that employees can use time off for any  

Employees who take intermittent leave can greatly disrupt the work-
place. That includes employees with disabilities who seem to need 
an inordinate—and unpredictable—number of absences. 

Naturally, employers may wonder if their ab sences aren’t moti-
vated by a simple desire for time off rather than the disability or 
chronic illness.

If you suspect abuse, don’t jump the gun. Instead, carefully and 
methodically make sure absences really are for a serious health 
condition under the FMLA or as a result of a disability. That means 
carefully following the certification procedures set up by the U.S. 
Department of Labor verifying the employee’s disability status.

Case in point: Robert Barclay, who had a disability, worked as 
a locomotive engineer. When his doctor prescribed medication, 
Barclay was off work because the drug could interfere with his alert-
ness.

When his condition improved, his doctors cleared him for work. 
Still, he took lots of unexcused time off. But the employer had him 
evaluated and found him fit to work. Therefore, when he had missed 
28 shifts in a three-month period, the company fired him.

Barclay sued, alleging disability discrimination. But the 3rd Circuit 
Court of Appeals sided with the railroad, saying it didn’t violate the 
ADA be cause it had medical documentation showing Barclay could 
work and he never provided medical proof for the absences. Barclay 
was dismissed for serial unexcused absences, not because he was 
disabled. (Barclay v. Amtrak, 3rd Cir.)

Discipline for absences even if employee has disability

Lessons From the Court
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purpose, including family care responsibilities . (Just be sure, 
since the time is paid, to run any FMLA time concurrent  
with the PTO time .)

An effective PTO plan has two big payoffs:
1. Reduced workplace tension. PTOs remove man-

agers and supervisors from the decision-making role . No 
longer must they decide whether a request to attend a parent- 

Top strategies for controlling absenteeism
 Effectiveness Percentage

Program Rating* Use
Paid-leave bank  3.6 60%
Buyback policy 3.4 53%
Disciplinary action 3.4 89%
Bonus 3.3 51%
Illness verification 3.2 74%
Yearly review 2.9 82%
No-fault 2.9 59%
Personal recognition 2.6 57%

*1 = not very effective. 5 = very effective

Source: CCH Unscheduled Absence Survey, a survey of 317 HR executives

Other tips from the CCH survey:
• Implement work/life programs. Two of the best tactics, according 

to the survey: (1) allow employees to telecommute and (2) offer 
compressed workweeks. 

• Curb the use of sick leave by offering alternative work arrange-
ments (such as allowing leave for employees to attend their kids’ 
school programs) and providing flu shots.

• Allow employees the flexibility to take a few hours off for a doc-
tor’s visit or to take a parent to an appointment without having to 
burn a full day of sick leave.

• Offer to buy back unused sick leave.
• Work on building staff morale, a technique proven to reduce 

absenteeism.
• Analyze absenteeism trends so you can develop solutions to spe-

cific problems.
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teacher conference is legitimate, while a request to attend  
an afternoon baseball game is not .

2. Fewer chances for inadvertent discrimination. When 
supervisors no longer have to decide who gets time off for 
what purpose, they’re less likely to discriminate inadver-
tently against protected classes of employees . For example,  
no longer do you risk a sex discrimination lawsuit by  
approving time off for a mother but not for a father .

Tip: You can and should insist that employees seek their 
supervisors’ approval in advance to ensure staffing remains 
adequate to get the work done . But make sure bosses don’t 
weigh in on whether the purpose of the leave is “worthy” of 
approval .

Potential drawbacks 
PTOs do have potential downsides . In states where employ-
ers must pay out unused vacation time at termination, they 
would also have to pay out any unused PTO time because  
PTOs don’t distinguish between sick leave and vacation . 

Also, identifying serious health conditions covered under 
the FMLA can be complicated . And some employees may be 
tempted to use all their PTO time on vacation, only to face 
unpaid leave when a short-term illness strikes . 

Here are four ways to avoid those pitfalls and maximize  
PTO plan benefits: 

1. Analyze what time off is really costing your organiza-
tion. Before suggesting the switch to your boss, calculate  
the average annual number of sick days taken per employee 
and compare it to industry averages . If your organization’s  
sick leave seems excessive, chances are many employees  
use sick days for reasons other than illness or they just view  
sick leave as a “use it or lose it” entitlement .

Calculate the real cost of time off by looking beyond the  
dollar amount paid to employees on leave . Add indirect  
costs, such as temps and overtime caused by other employees’ 
picking up the slack .

2. Clarify how PTO leave will be scheduled to reduce  
last-minute leave. Most PTO plans require employees to 
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request permission from their supervisors for PTO leave  
extending a week or more . Even better: Ask employees to  
give 24 hours’ or more notice to take a day or partial day off, 
except in emergencies .

3. Retain the right to ask for information about leave 
taken for illness. To avoid FMLA record-keeping issues, ask  
for medical certification if an employee uses more than  
three days of PTO time for illness . That lets you determine if  
the illness should count toward FMLA leave .

4. Roll unused PTO time into a short-term disability  
bank at the end of the year. That’s one way around state  
laws mandating payment of unused vacation time upon termi-
nation . Limit the amount of unused PTO time that employees 
can carry over to the next calendar year . Then, let them roll the 
rest over into a short-term disability time-bank they can use for 
illnesses that occur after they’ve used up their PTO in the next 
calendar year .

Are exempt employees entitled to unlimited sick leave?

Q Our company gives eight hours of sick leave per month  
to nonexempt employees. We’ve been told that, under  

the Fair Labor Standards Act, exempt employees are to be 
paid whenever they are sick. So our exempt employees  
have virtually an unlimited sick-leave balance. Is this a  
correct way to interpret the FLSA? Should we have some type 
of sick-leave accrual and tracking for our exempts?

 
Reader questions on absenteeism/sick leave
Here’s a sampling of questions on absenteeism and sick leave 
submitted by readers of our HR Specialist newsletters, answered 
by employment law attorneys.

Mailbag
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A Exempt employees should not have unlimited paid 
sick leave . Your company can make pay deductions for 

 sickness absences lasting a day or more as long as you have a  
policy that provides compensation for the loss of salary due  
to sickness .

So if an employee is absent for a day or more due to sick-
ness, dock the exempt employee’s salary for that absence  
and take time from the employee’s sick-leave bank to cover  
it . If that worker uses up her accrued sick leave, you can  
deduct additional absences from her salary .

Note: You can deduct from an exempt employee’s salary 
when she’s absent for a full day or more for personal reasons 
other than sickness . But the general rule for private employers 
is that the FLSA doesn’t allow any reduction in pay or docking 
for partial-day absences, whether or not it’s for illness . 

Should we police how our employees use their sick leave?

Q Our policy grants workers five sick days per year.  
Should we make sure employees aren’t using these days 

for other purposes?

A As a practical matter, there’s little you can do to ensure  
that employees aren’t using sick leave for other reasons . 

Many employers either require or reserve the right to  
request a doctor’s note in the event of an absence . Your policy 
should list the proper uses of sick leave (e .g ., for illness  
of employee only) and state that the misuse of leave could 
result in disciplinary action, including discharge .

Many companies get around policing sick leave by group-
ing all paid leave into a single “paid time off” benefit that 
employees can use for illness, vacation or personal business .

Can we fire a habitually absent employee?

Q We have a new administrative employee in our pediatric 
office who missed 22 days of work in her first nine weeks. 

She has doctor excuses for illnesses for most of the days, but 
my front office is in shambles. Can I put her on written 
warning for excessive absences? Can I terminate her? 
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A Why hasn’t this employee already received a warning? It’s 
time to start administering discipline under your atten-

dance policy . If you don’t have a policy, now’s the time to  
write one . The right level of discipline depends, in large  
part, on that policy and your past practice .

Also, don’t worry about her making an FMLA claim . She 
hasn’t been employed for a full 12 months, so the FMLA 
doesn’t apply . And don’t fear the ADA either . Courts have 
ruled that attendance is an “essential function” of most  
jobs, so it’s safe to say that even a disabled employee can be 
disciplined for missing half of her scheduled workdays .

Where can we draw the line on tardiness?

Q We’re having tardiness and absenteeism issues with our 
employees. If we place an employee on probation for an 

excessive number of times tardy and days absent, can we 
require no absences at all during the probation period? 

A Generally, employers can and should expect regular, pre-
dictable attendance from their employees and can disci-

pline those employees for excessive absenteeism or tardiness . 
But employers must be aware of an important risk: Absences 
or tardiness related to a disability or serious health condition 
must be treated differently .

If an employee is “disabled” under the ADA or a state dis  abil -
ity discrimination law, the employee may be entitled to a rea  son-
 able accommodation of a leave of absence for some period .

For example, if an employee with a qualifying disability  
is absent due to a flare-up of the illness (or needs a doctor’s 
appointment relating to his or her disability), you can’t  
penalize the employee for that tardiness or absence . Similarly, 
if the employee qualifies for FMLA leave—or a related state 
leave law—you can’t punish him or her for absences or inter-
mittent leave related to that purpose . However, be aware that 
employees, even if disabled, are not entitled to unlimited leave 
under these laws .

Of course, if these same employees are absent or tardy  
for a reason unrelated to their disabilities or protected leave, 
you can discipline accordingly .
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Pregnancy and  
Maternity Leave 

Know what you must do— 
and what you can’t do (or say)

You probably know that both federal and state laws 
provide pregnant employees with specific rights in the 

workplace . But it’s important to know the finer points of 
those laws, which could trip you up unknowingly in 
your day-to-day dealings with pregnant em ployees . 

While no federal law requires you to provide paid mater-
nity leave, most employers must comply with the Pregnancy 
Discrimination Act (PDA) and the FMLA . And even the ADA 
may come into play if pregnancy complications rise to the  
level of substantially limiting a major life activity . 

1

Problem: When an employee announces she’s pregnant, you may 
be happy for her personally but worried about the resulting implica-
tions for scheduling, employee retention and leave issues—not to 
mention the potential lawsuit risks.

Solution: Make sure you have a legally sound pregnancy/maternity 
leave policy in place, as well as an action plan for keeping workflow 
disruption to a minimum. 
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The PDA at a glance
The PDA prohibits discrimination against employees and 
applicants on the basis of “pregnancy, childbirth and related 
medical conditions .” 

Any employer that’s subject to Title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 (i .e ., has 15 or more employees) must comply with 
the PDA .

It’s illegal to deny a woman a job or promotion merely 
because she’s pregnant or has had an abortion . Nor can you  
fire her because of her condition or force her to go on leave  
as long as she’s physically capable of performing her job .

In short, the PDA requires you to treat pregnant employees 
the same as other employees on the basis of their ability or 
inability to work . That means you must provide the same 
accommodations for an expectant worker that you do for any 
employees unable to perform their regular duties . For example, 
if you provide other work for an employee who can’t lift heavy 
boxes because of a bad back, you must make similar arrange-
ments for a pregnant employee .

Caution: Employers that use light-duty programs to cut 
workers’ compensation costs often make one big legal mis-
take: They haphazardly apply their policies, allowing some 
employees to take light-duty jobs, but not others . That  
inconsistency is the fastest way to trigger discrimination  
lawsuits from employees who may need light-duty positions 
temporarily for other reasons, such as pregnancy .

In addition, the PDA requires you to provide sick leave  
and disability benefits on the same basis or conditions that 
apply to other employees who are granted leave for a temporary 
disability . Women who take maternity leave must be reinstated 
under the same conditions as employees returning from dis-
ability leave .

At the same time, you’re allowed to apply the same require-
ments that you impose on other employees . So, if you usually 
require employees to obtain a doctor’s note before allowing 
them to take sick leave and collect benefits, you can impose the 
same rule on pregnant employees .
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Other key PDA provisions:

• You can’t exclude single women from maternity benefits .

• You must provide the same coverage for pregnancy- 
related conditions as you provide for illnesses and dis-
abilities . 

• You can require a pregnant employee to use her vacation 
benefits before she can collect sick leave or disability pay, 
as long as you have the same requirement for employees 
absent for other types of disabilities or illnesses .

• You can’t force an employee with a single-coverage policy  
to purchase a family policy so as to be covered when  
she becomes pregnant . However, she should be allowed  
to switch to the family plan after the birth so that her  
child will have coverage . 

Note: Under the Affordable Care Act (ACA), employer health 
plans can no longer deny insurance coverage for pre-existing 
conditions, such as an employee’s pregnancy .

Three additional points:
1. Abortion. The PDA says you can’t fire, refuse to hire or 

discriminate in any other way against a woman because  
she’s had an abortion . Also, aside from health insurance, all 
fringe benefits, such as sick leave, that cover other medical con-
ditions must also cover abortions .

2. Breast-feeding. New EEOC guidelines say lactation-
related needs are protected under the PDA . Also, now under 
the ACA, employees must be given lactation breaks for up to 
one year after a child’s birth .

3. Retaliation. The PDA also makes it illegal to retaliate 
against an employee for filing a PDA lawsuit or for complaining 
about the company’s pregnancy-related policies .

Non-pregnant employees can sue, too
Don’t think that the PDA just covers pregnant women . The 
law also bans discrimination against women because of  
their “capacity to become pregnant .” So you can’t, for example, 
refuse to hire women because they’re entering their “child-
bearing years .”
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In one recent court ruling, a nurse who was rejected for a 
promotion successfully filed a PDA lawsuit even though she 
wasn’t pregnant . Her evidence: She had suffered previous preg-
nancy complications, and the hiring manager asked whether 
she planned to become pregnant again .

Do’s and don’ts for managers
Singling out pregnant employees for any reason can lead to  
a lawsuit . That’s why it’s important for HR professionals to  
train managers on the proper procedures . Pass along this  
tip sheet to all your supervisors: 

1. When you learn that an employee is pregnant, offer 
congratulations and ask how she’s feeling . Don’t immedi-
ately say something like, “So, will you quit after having the 
baby?” or “I guess you’ll want lots of time off .” Such com-
ments could be used as evidence of discrimination . Suggest 
that she talk to HR and discuss her FMLA rights and other  
leave issues .

2. During her pregnancy, make sure you treat any disabili-
ties caused by the pregnancy the same as other  temporary 

Employer learns a $98,364 lesson
Charges of discrimination on the basis of pregnancy or related con
ditions are difficult to fight in court. You will lose unless you can 
clearly prove that the reasons for not hiring or for discharging the 
plaintiff were unrelated to her pregnancy. 

Case in point: A sales manager for a tele com munications com
pany secured a lucrative contract in Eastern Europe under which she 
would be paid a percentage of all sales. But before the products 
were shipped, she announced she was pregnant. 

The company terminated her almost immediately with no reason 
given. She sued under the PDA, Title VII and several state laws. A 
jury awarded her $98,364. The employer lost the appeal. (Houben v. 
Telular Corp., 7th Cir.)

Lessons From the Court
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 disabilities under the company’s health, disability or sick 
leave plan .

For example, if an employer has allowed other temporarily 
disabled employees to modify their work or perform light- 
duty assignments, the employer must do the same with a  
pregnant worker . (In 2014, the EEOC issued new guidelines on 
this topic . For details, go to www.theHRSpecialist.com/EEOC 
pregnancy .)

3. You must allow a pregnant employee to work as long 
as she’s able to perform her job . You can’t force her to go on 
leave as long as she’s physically capable of performing the  
job’s essential functions .

4. If a pregnant employee is absent from work due to a 
pregnancy-related condition and recovers, you can’t require 
her to remain on leave until her baby is born . Nor can you  
set a rule that prohibits employees from returning to work  
for a predetermined amount of time after childbirth .

5. Generally, you must keep her job open until she’s  
ready to return . Unless she tells you that she’s not returning, 
you must keep her job open for the same amount of time  
that jobs are held open for employees on sick or disability  
leave for other reasons .

Tell managers: Mum’s the word 
If supervisors make little jokes about pregnancy and child-
birth, rein them in . Otherwise, you’re likely to be on the losing 
end of a lawsuit . 

In one recent case, when a top performer received an 
award at a luncheon, she was taken aback when her boss  
casually said, “You’re not gonna get pregnant now, are you?” 
As luck would have it, she did become pregnant the follow-
ing month . Then her boss began calling her “Prego” and  
soon was criticizing her work . She complained to HR, but  
the company didn’t investigate . She sued, and the court con-
cluded calling her “Prego” and making comments about 
pregnancy amounted to a hostile environment . (Zisumbo v. 
McLeodUSA Telecom, 10th Cir .)
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The FMLA and pregnancy, maternity leave  
When an employee becomes pregnant, you must also con-
sider her right to take leave under the FMLA . An eligible 
employee can take up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected 
FMLA leave for the birth, adoption or foster care of a child; 
caring for a child, spouse or parent with a serious health  
condition; or convalescence after the employee’s own serious 
health condition . 

To qualify for FMLA leave, an employee must have  worked 
for the same employer for at least 12 months (not necessar-
ily continuously) and clocked at least 1,250 hours of service 
(slightly more than 24 hours per week) during the 12 months 
leading up to FMLA leave .

Any employer with 50 or more employees working within 
a 75-mile radius of the work site must comply with the  
FMLA .

New parents—both mothers and fathers—can take FMLA 
leave any time during the first 12 months after a child’s arrival . 
But employees must conclude their leave before the 12-month 
period ends . Presumably, the idea is that if a working mother 
takes her 12 weeks and then returns to work, the father can care 
for the child for the next 12 weeks .

What if both parents work for the same company?  
They’re entitled to a combined total of 12 weeks’ leave after  
the birth or adoption . In this case, each parent would have the 
difference between 12 weeks and the amount of leave they 
took for the child to use for any other legitimate FMLA reason 
in that year .

Example: Bob and Linda have a child and work for the same 
employer . Bob takes four weeks’ leave, and Linda takes eight 
weeks’ leave for their child’s arrival . Bob still has eight weeks of 
leave to use in that year for any other FMLA purpose; Linda has 
four remaining weeks .

A ‘serious health condition’?
Keep in mind that employees can also use their allowable 
FMLA leave if they suffer complications during pregnancy or 
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prenatal care that constitute a “serious health condition .” (The 
FMLA defines a “serious health condition” as “an illness, injury, 
impairment or any physical or mental condition that requires 
inpatient medical care or continuing treatment by a health 
care provider .”) 

Case in point: Cindy Hiemer said her chronic lung 
problem was exacerbated by her pregnancy . She asked her  
employer, Anthem Insurance, for FMLA leave . After the  
company fired her for failing to call in sick, she sued, alleg-
ing interference with her right to FMLA leave . But An them 
Insurance said her absence wasn’t a serious health condi-
tion—Hiemer had testified she couldn’t come to work because  
she was nauseous and lightheaded . The company said the 
FMLA didn’t cover that sort of problem . 

The court disagreed, concluding that—since FMLA regula-
tions say anything related to pregnancy automatically qualifies 
as a serious health condition—nausea and light-headedness 
might be enough .

The case was sent to trial . (Hiemer v. Anthem Insurance 
Companies, SD OH)  

Advice: When it comes to a pregnancy, em ployers may  
want to follow the safest path: Approve any absences that  
are even remotely related to the pregnancy as time off covered 
under the FMLA . 

Reasonable accommodation under the ADA
A normal pregnancy is not considered a disability under the 
ADA . The law defines a disability as “a physical or mental 
impairment that substantially limits one or more major life 
activities .” 

But if a woman experiences pregnancy complications  
that substantially limit a major life activity, she may be con-
sidered disabled under the ADA and, therefore, entitled to a 
reasonable accommodation to perform her job .

Example: If a new mother is still unable to return to work 
after exhausting her 12 weeks of FMLA leave, you should  
evaluate her condition under the ADA to determine whether 
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additional time off is a reasonable accommodation for her . 
(Also, be sure to check your state law since some states provide 
more than 12 weeks of parental leave .) 

All employers that have 15 or more employees must  
comply with the ADA . 

Maternity and paternity leave policies
Not many employers choose to offer paid maternity leave 
aside from what’s covered in their short-term disability  
policies .  

Here’s some sample policy language you may want to adapt for your 
organization, subject to review by your attorney: 

[Your organization] is firmly committed to protecting the rights 
of expectant mothers and complying with Title VII of the 1964 Civil 
Rights Act as amended by the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 
1978. [Your organization’s] policy is to treat women affected by 
pregnancy, childbirth or related medical conditions in the same man-
ner as other em ployees unable to work because of their physical 
condition in all employment aspects, including recruitment, hiring, 
training, promotion and benefits.

Further, [your organization] fully recognizes eligible employees’ 
rights and responsibilities under the Family and Medical Leave Act, 
applicable state and local family leave laws, and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. Paid leave may be substituted for unpaid maternity 
leave in ac cordance with [your organization’s] paid-leave substitu-
tion provisions of [your organization’s] FMLA policy.

Pregnant employees may continue to work until they are certified 
as unable to work by their physician. At that point, pregnant employees 
are entitled to receive benefits according to [your organization’s] 
short-term disability insurance plan.

When the employee returns to work, she is entitled to return to 
the same or an equivalent job with no loss of service or other rights 
or privileges. Should the employee not return to work when released 
by her physician, she will be considered to have voluntarily termi-
nated her employment with [your organization].

Sample policy: Maternity leave
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For example, in the 2014 Employee Benefits research report 
by the Society for Human Resource Management, 70% of the 
HR profes sionals polled said their organizations offer short-
term disability benefits . But only 12% said they have a separate, 
paid maternity leave policy (compared to 17% in 2010) . 

Also, 12% said they provide paid paternity leave (versus  
17% in 2010) . Even though the number of organizations that 
provide paid time off remains small, it’s noteworthy that many 
are offering paid paternity leave these days .

It’s also up to each employer to decide how many weeks  
of paid leave to offer . For example, one accounting firm with an 
80-person staff provides new moms and dads who are full-time 
employees with 30 days’ paid leave and an additional 60 days’ 
unpaid leave upon the birth or adoption of a child . By contrast, 
a large broadcasting corporation gives moms with one year 
of service eight weeks’ paid maternity leave on top of two 
weeks’ paid pre-maternity leave, while new dads get two weeks’ 
fully paid leave .

If you decide to adopt a formal policy on maternity/  
paternity leave, make sure it complies with federal and state 
regulations . (See sample policy on page 8.)

Must we notify an employee on maternity leave  
about a job opening?

Q One of our employees is on leave after giving birth. She 
may qualify for a position that recently opened up. Do  

we have an obligation to notify her of that opening?

 
Reader questions on pregnancy/maternity leave
Here’s a sampling of questions on pregnancy and maternity 
leave submitted by readers of our HR Specialist newsletters, 
answered by employment law attorneys.

Mailbag
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A No federal employment law requires you to notify an 
employee on leave of a job opening . Just make sure you’re 

consistent . If you notify some on-leave employees about job 
openings but not others, you’re asking for trouble . 

For example, if you notify employees who are on disability 
leave but not those on maternity leave, you would likely violate 
the PDA .

Can we legally terminate a pregnant employee  
whose FMLA time has expired? 

Q An employee has been on FMLA leave for pregnancy for 
about 17 weeks. Now that the 16 weeks (12 under  

FMLA, plus four additional weeks under our state law)  
have expired, we plan to terminate her and let her know  
that she’s eligible for rehire when and if she returns to  
work. Are we legally safe?

AMany employers mistakenly believe their obligation to  
provide time off ends immediately after the employee’s 

FMLA time is exhausted . That misconception can be dan-
gerous . Depending on the circumstances, you may have an 
obligation to continue leave under the ADA’s reasonable- 
accommodation rule .

That begs the question: How much leave is enough 
under the ADA? The answer depends on the facts . In some 
cases, courts have said the ADA requires leave that exceeds  
a year . But employees are not entitled to an indefinite leave  of 
absence under the ADA . Best bet: Always ask the employee’s doc-
tor for a return-to-work date you can count on .

How should we handle discipline for a pregnant employee?

Q We have an employee who was on probation when she 
became pregnant. What can we do if she continues to 

have performance problems? 

A Continuing with progressive disciplinary measures, includ-
ing discharge, is appropriate, just as though the employee 

had never become pregnant . 
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While you can’t discriminate against an employee because 
she’s pregnant, that doesn’t mean the employee is excused 
from compliance with the same work performance standards 
expected of all other employees . If the pregnant employee’s 
work performance merits further progressive discipline, includ-
ing discharge, you may proceed . The worker’s pregnancy, how-
ever, should never be viewed as a negative factor in judging 
performance and behavior . 

Keep in mind that whenever you take an adverse employ-
ment action against a pregnant employee, the timing will invite 
close scrutiny . If the pregnant worker is treated more severely 
than others in similar circumstances, her pregnancy may be 
perceived as the cause for disciplinary action .

If a pregnant employee who has been receiving progressive 
discipline leaves to give birth and returns in a timely manner, 
the employee should return to the same point in the disciplin-
ary process—no better and no worse .  

Can we alter a pregnant worker’s pay?

Q If a pregnant employee is salaried and is missing two 
days of work a week, can we legally make her an hourly 

employee? When the employee was hired, her contract 
should have been hourly. Is it legal to change the basis of  
her pay now?

A Maybe . Generally, an employer is free to pay an employee 
who would otherwise be exempt by the hour instead of  

on a salary basis unless there’s a contract to the contrary or  
the employer wants to do so for an illegal reason . First,  
examine her contract to make sure you wouldn’t be breaching 
the agreement .

The next obvious concern is being accused of pregnancy 
discrimination . Examine how you have treated other employ-
ees under similar circumstances . If, for example, you once 
had a male employee who missed a couple of days of work a 
week for physical therapy after a car accident and you did not 
change his method of payment from salaried to hourly, then 
we would recommend against doing so in this case .
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If you decide to begin paying her by the hour, you must 
notify her in advance that you’ll be changing the manner in 
which her pay will be calculated . In addition, you have to 
begin paying overtime if she works more than 40 hours in  
a week .

Must we reinstate an employee  
returning from maternity leave to the same job?

Q When an employee returns from maternity leave, do we 
have to give her the same job she had, or can we put her 

to work in a different position?

A Under the PDA, your organization must treat an employee 
whose absence is caused by pregnancy the same way it 

treats employees with absences due to non-pregnancy-related 
disa bilities . That means you’ll need to review your organiza-
tion’s policies and past practices on disability leave  to deter-
mine whether you’re bound to provide the same job to an 
employee returning from maternity leave .

Also, don’t forget about the FMLA if you are a “covered 
employer” and the employee is eligible . Upon returning 
from FMLA leave, employees (unless they’re certain “key” 
employees) must be reinstated to their pre-leave position 
or to an “equivalent” job with the same pay, benefits, and  
terms and conditions .

What can we legally ask a pregnant employee  
about her maternity leave?

Q What questions can we ask a pregnant employee about  
her impending maternity leave and if/when she’ll 

be returning to work?

A This can be a touchy subject, but it’s really quite simple . 
Employers should ask questions that: (1) presume the 

employee intends to take leave at the time of her choice and  
then return to work at full capacity when that leave expires; 
and (2) focus on business and operational issues .

For example, employers should ask how long the  
employee wishes to take maternity leave and when—not if—
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the employee intends to return to work . Do not bring up 
part-time schedules . Let the employee ask about returning  
only part-time if that’s what she wants . Otherwise, you may 
appear to be discouraging the employee from returning to  
work or from returning full time .

Is there such a thing as intermittent childbirth leave?

Q One of our employees is pregnant and recently immi-
grated to the United States. She has informed us that  

she expects to take eight weeks of FMLA leave immedi-
ately after her child is born. Then, after a few months, she  
would like to return to her home country to visit with fam-
ily for a month. In other words, she wants to split up FMLA 
leave into an eight-week period and a four-week period.  
Can FMLA leave for a new child be split up this way?

A The first question to ask is whether the employee, if she’s  
a “recent immigrant,” has worked long enough (one year)  

to qualify for FMLA coverage .
Assuming the employee is in fact eligible for FMLA, your 

question raises an issue relating to intermittent leave . U .S . 
Department of Labor regulations do not require an employer  
to grant intermittent leave for childbirth . But an employer 
may voluntarily agree to permit the employee to split up her  
FMLA leave . 

It’s also important to make sure the only reason the par-
ent is requesting intermittent leave is the birth of her child .  
If the leave were required because either the mother or the 
child had a serious health condition, the law would allow  
taking the leave in two or more sections . 

The applicable regulation can be found at 29 C .F .R . 
825 .203(e) .
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Workers’ Compensation Leave 

Know how to legally navigate  
the ‘Bermuda Triangle’

When an employee goes on workers’ compensation 
leave, your legal antenna should go up right away . 

That’s because an employee who has suffered an  
on-the-job injury may also be considered disabled 
under the ADA and have a serious health condition 
under the FMLA . 

The complexity of the ADA/FMLA/workers’ comp “Ber-
muda triangle” has created much misunderstanding and  
myths about how to handle disability leave . Make sure you 
coordinate any unpaid leave and reasonable accommoda   - 
tions, such as light-duty work or intermittent leave, in han- 
dling workers’ comp, ADA and FMLA claims with your  
insurance carrier . 

1

Problem: When an employee is out on workers’ compensation 
leave, it can be downright puzzling to figure out whether the 
FMLA or the ADA also applies.

Solution: Learn how to balance the different requirements 
and leave benefits under all three laws, and closely track the 
worker’s recovery. 
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This report shows you how to navigate that legal maze, as 
well as ways to significantly reduce your workers’ comp costs 
through an accident-prevention program, better claims  man-
agement and prevention of fraud and abuse .

Start the FMLA clock right away
Many employers confuse their obligations under the FMLA 
and their state’s workers’ comp law . In many cases, workers’  
comp absences also qualify as FMLA leave when the injury  
is deemed a serious health condition (one that usually requires 
continued treatment by a health care provider) . 

When an injury does qualify as an FMLA-covered seri-
ous condition, you should promptly notify the employee that  
the time missed for a workers’ comp injury will run concur-
rently with his or her FMLA leave . Otherwise, you would  
enable the employee to take 12 weeks of FMLA leave in  
addition to any time off for a workers’ comp claim . 

Also, the FMLA allows an employee to reject an employer’s 
light-duty assignment and take the full FMLA leave as long  
as his or her serious health condition continues . But your  
workers’ comp insurer can limit or terminate claim payments if 
the employee refuses to accept a light-duty assignment .

Key point: Employers can usually require employees on 
FMLA leave to exhaust all their accrued leave (i .e ., vacation 
and sick leave) before being placed on unpaid leave . But if  
an employee is already getting workers’ comp benefits, you 
can’t make him or her use paid leave .

Double-check the ADA
Once you’ve determined whether a worker qualifies for  
FMLA leave, there’s another step to take . You must decide 
whether the employee’s on-the-job injury meets the ADA’s 
definition of a disability: i .e ., any physical or mental impair-
ment that substantially limits a major life activity . 

If so, an employee returning from leave may also qualify  
to receive reasonable accommodations under the ADA, such 
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as modifying the employee’s schedule or work environment, 
or even permitting additional time off beyond the leave already 
taken .

The leave must continue until you can establish that the  
person’s continuing absence would create an “undue hardship” 
on your organization . Determining whether an undue hard-
ship exists hinges on the employee’s position, your organiza-
tion’s size, past practice and your ability to temporarily replace 
the employee . Ultimately, this means that, in some cases, a 

The FMLA requires employers to notify eligible employees about 
their rights to 12 weeks of unpaid FMLA leave annually. If you don’t 
give employees notice, it may prevent them from taking advantage 
of the time off, thus allowing them to sue for interference with their 
FMLA rights. 

The FMLA applies to time off for a work-related injury, too. So 
when employees go on workers’ comp leave, you should tell them 
about their FMLA rights. That starts the 12-week clock ticking. If you 
don’t notify them, a lawsuit may follow even if the employee settles 
the workers’ comp claim. 

Case in point: Rox-Ann Reifer, a special education teacher, tripped 
on a plastic mat at work and injured herself. Afterward, she com-
plained about headaches and pain and was out on workers’ comp 
leave for 25 weeks. The school district terminated her after its doc-
tor said she was fit to return. 

Reifer then settled her workers’ comp claim for more than 
$100,000 and sued. She claimed the district violated her FMLA 
rights because it never told her she was entitled to FMLA leave.

The court tossed out the case. It reasoned that while the school 
district should have told her upfront that she was entitled to unpaid 
FMLA leave, she suffered no harm. She took 25 weeks of workers’ 
comp leave, far more than the 12 weeks of FMLA leave she was 
entitled to. (Reifer v. Colonial Intermediate Unit 20, MD PA)

Tip: The employer could have avoided an expensive lawsuit by 
simply telling Reifer about her FMLA rights.

Lessons From the Court

Give FMLA notice when employees go on workers’ comp
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12-week FMLA leave is appropriate, while a leave beyond a full 
year may be required in other cases .

Don’t discourage claims or retaliate
Employers naturally want to reduce their workers’ com-
pensation claims—it means lower insurance costs, less lost  
time and higher productivity . But be careful how you frame  
the issue . 

Don’t discourage legitimate claims or retaliate against  
those who file claims . Courts have clearly stated that it’s 
illegal to retaliate against workers who file workers’ comp  
claims . 

To avoid retaliation lawsuits, make sure managers and 
supervisors treat injured workers fairly by: 

• Not commenting in a negative way about a claim or an 
injury . Especially don’t insinuate that an employee is  
faking or exaggerating an injury . 

• Applying all company policies equally to injured and  
other employees . 

• Making sure any post-injury discipline is unrelated to the 
workers’ comp claim by comparing the type and degree of 
discipline levied against other employees for the same or 
similar infractions . 

Case in point: Blaise Nzeda was hurt while working for  
Shell Oil . He filed a workers’ comp claim and was fired  
shortly thereafter for allegedly misusing a company-issued  
cell phone . 

Nzeda sued under the Texas Labor Code, claiming his dis-
charge was retaliation . Nzeda said Shell cited his cell phone 
usage as an excuse for getting rid of him because he had filed 
the workers’ comp claim . 

Shell shot back with proof that it applied the phone-use 
standards to all employees . Plus, there was no evidence that 
anyone at Shell criticized Nzeda because he was injured on  
the job, nor did the company use his workers’ comp claim  
as a factor in the discharge . 
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The 5th Circuit Court of Appeals dismissed the case . (Nzeda 
v. Shell Oil Company, 5th Cir .) 

What about false claims? 
When speaking with workers or training them, couch the 
discussion in terms of working safely rather than reducing 
 workers’ comp claims . When you do talk about recent claims, 
focus on accident prevention and lessons learned . 

On the other hand, it’s perfectly OK to discourage false 
claims—after all, such claims can be a substantial drag on 
company profitability . However, when discussing false claims, 
be careful that you don’t directly accuse an employee of mak-
ing such claims . If it turns out you’re wrong, your accusations 
may turn into a defamation suit .

Negative comments about injury: A cautionary tale
It’s frustrating when an employee you don’t think is seriously 
injured files a workers’ comp claim, especially months after  
the alleged injury . However, you must resist the temptation  
to react negatively: for example, by bad-mouthing the 
em ployee .

If you do something like that and then have to discipline  
the employee for an issue un related to the workers’ comp 
claim, your intemperate comments will come back to  
haunt you .

Case in point: Gene Jedlowski worked as a public works 
inspector who sometimes was pressed into service plowing 
snow . While plowing during a December storm, he hit a sewer 
cover, which caused him to bump his head against the roof of 
the truck .

By May, Jedlowski had been diagnosed with four herni-
ated disks in his neck . He took leave and filed for workers’  
comp benefits . His boss told others he thought it wasn’t  
right that Jedlowski was taking time off, since they were  
short-handed .

Jedlowski’s boss asked him to come back to work . That  
same day, the boss found a CD with racist lyrics on it in the 
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truck’s CD player . He recommended Jedlowski be discharged 
as soon as he returned from leave .

The employer fired Jedlowski on his first day back . He 
sued, alleging retaliation for filing a workers’ comp claim .  
The employer said it had legitimate reasons for the discharge—
namely, playing racist music in the truck .

The court said the case could go to trial . It pointed to 
the timing . First, it was clear the boss resented Jedlowski’s  
absence and the workers’ comp claim . Second, the timing  
was closely related to the filing and the leave . Taken 
to gether, they suggested the possibility of illegal retaliation .  
(Jed lowski v. Charter Township of Genesee, ED MI)

Workers’ comp insurance at a glance
Workers’ compensation insurance provides compensation  
to employees for loss of income and for medical payments 
when they’re injured on the job . A state workers’ comp law 
covers most employers . Benefits are funded by state insurance 
pools, employers’ own self-insurance plans or private insur- 
ance carriers . 

Workers’ comp is a no-fault insurance system . To collect 
benefits, workers don’t have to prove that they’re completely 
free from fault or that the employer is at fault . 

Also, workers’ comp is an “exclusive rem edy” system .  
That means, in exchange for the expectation of benefits,  
workers can’t bring a civil lawsuit against an employer to  
collect damages for worker-related injuries . (Typically, the  
law makes exceptions in cases where an em ployer intentionally 
causes the injury or the injury is caused by a third party .) 

Each state’s workers’ comp law has different rules  
regarding coverage, benefits, premium rates and insurers . 
Your cost for workers’ comp insurance depends on your  
company’s industry classification (riskier business = higher 
rates) and loss experience (more injuries = higher rates), as  
well as on rates set by state law . 

Benefits: When a worker is injured, your coverage will  
pay for visits to an approved doctor, a hospital stay, surgery, 
prescription drugs and medical devices . 
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Payments for lost wages usually begin after an employee  
has been off the job for more than seven days . In the majority  
of states, the payment amount is calculated based on the 
worker’s average weekly wage for a period before the injury 
occurred, limited by the state’s average weekly wage as set 
by law . The result? Payments typi cally equal about 66% of  
the worker’s average weekly pay . 

Resources: For a breakdown of each state’s workers’ 
comp law, go to www.dol.gov/owcp/regs/statutes/stwclaw/ 
stwclaw.htm . Also, you will find a detailed discussion of  
workers’ comp issues and state laws on the Insurance 
 Infor   mation  Insti  tute site at www.iii.org/media/hottopics/
insurance/workerscomp .

Strategies to trim your workers’ comp costs
The rapid rise in workers’ compensation costs beginning in 
the 1980s (from $22 .8 billion in 1982 to $88 .8 billion in 2005) 
prompted HR pros and compensation and benefits man-
agers to become more knowledgeable and involved in cost  
control in this area . 

“While significant reforms have recently been made in  
many jurisdictions and costs have been brought under better 
control, it is unlikely that this involvement will end, as evi-
denced by the considerable interest in workers’ compensa-
tion in the human resource and compensation professional 
journals in recent years,” according to the Society for Human 
Resource Man agement .

How can you significantly reduce the cost of your workers’ 
comp premiums? By following a program of accident preven-
tion, better claims management and prevention of fraud and 
abuse .

Specific steps you can take:

• Establish an accident prevention program. Many  
states offer free consultations with safety and health  
specialists who will come to your workplace to design  
specific accident prevention programs . 
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• Investigate all accidents. You can’t design an accident 
prevention program unless you know the source of the 
accidents, what types of accidents most frequently  
occur and which ones are the most severe . Keep records  
on all accidents, not only the ones resulting in claims . 
(Your OSHA records are the place to start .)

• Report accidents promptly. The sooner you file an  
accident report, the sooner your employee will be evalu-
ated, treated and returned to work . Delays in employer 
reporting result in employees contacting lawyers and  
litigating claims . Employers usually have 10 days in  
which to file an accident report .

• Stay in touch with injured workers and their doctors. 
Follow the progress of workers’ recovery . This will help  
you design an appropriate return-to-work program .

• Follow the progress of workers’ claims. Doing so will  
help you detect errors, fraud and abuse .

• Use return-to-work/light-duty programs. These are  
one of the most effective ways to reduce your workers’ 
compensation costs . If an employee is too severely  
injured to return to regular work, make sure you have  
transitional or light-duty alternatives available . Work with 
your insurance carrier to design a light-duty program . 

Audit your insurance: 4 steps 
1. Look for overcharges. Insurance companies some-
times miscalculate premiums by up to 40%, according to the  
National Council on Com pensation Insurance (NCCI) . 

2. Gather your workers’ comp policy information from  
the past five years, including billing statements, NCCI experi-
ence rating work sheets, auditors’ work sheets and loss sum-
maries . 

3. Check your experience rating calculation, which  
compares your average losses to similar businesses in your 
state and is based on information reported by your previous 
workers’ comp insurers . Then verify payroll and loss data with 
your audit billing statements and loss-history summaries . 
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4. Hire an independent review company to help you  
pinpoint overcharges and get a refund . Some companies  
work on commission with no up-front fees . NCCI affiliates  
provide such reviews . 

Online resources: For more information on risk-control 
strategies, visit the Risk and Insurance Management Society  
site at www.rims.org . Benchmark your workers’ comp 
ex periences at www.ncci.com . 

Rejecting light-duty offer can halt benefits 
You can cut your workers’ comp costs by having injured 
employees return to work as soon as possible . That may  
mean offering them light-duty positions if they’re not ready  
to resume more demanding jobs . 

But what happens if an employee rejects your light-duty 
offer? Typically, that’s considered a bad-faith action and  
workers’ comp benefits will stop . Employees can’t resume  
benefits unless their condition deteriorates to the point  
they’re fully disabled again . 

Experts say between 10% and 20% of workers’ comp claims are at 
least partially fraudulent. Here are six signals of fraud to look out for: 
1. Monday morning claims. Workers try to pass off weekend  

injuries as job-related.
2. Injuries reported after discipline or before a layoff.
3. Claims for “new age” injuries. Cases of stress and carpal tunnel 

syndrome can be legitimate but hard to verify, and unscrupulous 
workers are well aware of this.

4. Frequent change of doctors. Workers often search for one who 
will go along with their scams.

5. Refusal to undergo physical therapy. They don’t want to get bet-
ter or have their cover blown. You can deny a claim if a worker 
refuses necessary treatments or skips scheduled doctor visits.

6. Providing a P.O. box address so you won’t have their real 
address when they don’t return phone calls.

Know how to spot cheaters: 6 signals
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But when an employee’s condition improves the second 
time, you don’t have to offer the person another light-duty  
position . 

Case in point: Duane Wolff, a truck driver, hurt his back  
at work and received full workers’ comp benefits . 

A year later, after his condition improved, his employer 
offered him a light-duty job . When Wolff declined, a work- 
ers’ comp judge suspended his benefits at the employer’s 
request . 

Three years later, after back surgery for the original  
injury, Wolff again was totally disabled . He won full benefits  
for another year . When his condition improved, the company 
again asked the judge to cut his benefits . Wolff’s lawyers  
argued that since the company didn’t offer him a job or  
show one was available, the judge could not cut his benefits . 

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court disagreed . It ruled 
that since Wolff rejected the original job offer, his former  
employer wasn’t obligated to show it had work available a 
second time . It ordered his benefits cut . (Pitt Ohio Express v. 
Workers’ Compensation Appeal Board) 

Can we spy on employees if we suspect workers’ comp fraud?

Q How far can we go to make sure that employees aren’t  
taking advantage of our company while they’re out on 

workers’ comp leave? Can we, for example, call them at 
home to make sure they are resting and not out working 
another job or abusing the system? 

 
Reader questions on workers’ comp leave
Here’s a sampling of questions on workers’ comp leave sub-
mitted by readers of our HR Specialist newsletters, answered  
by employment law attorneys.

Mailbag
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A You can go even further: You can visually check up on  
them, too . Workers’ compensation fraud costs employers 

millions each year . One weapon that employers frequently  
use is surveillance . If you suspect an employee of workers’ 
comp fraud, you can hire a private eye to tail that person .  
Or, you or a claims adjuster can phone the employee’s home 
periodically to check up on him or her .

How aggressive you can be varies from state to state .  
Check with your attorney or third-party administrator before 
taking any action . That person can tell you whether the type of 
surveillance you have in mind is reasonable .

Is it legal to fire an employee for an on-the-job injury?

Q An employee in our plant was directed by a replacement 
line supervisor to use a machine that he wasn’t trained 

to operate. The employee stuck his hand in the machine to 
clear a jam and was injured. The plant supervisor fired the 
employee while he was still in the hospital for operating 
machinery he hadn’t been trained on. Does the employee 
have a right to sue us if he was actually ordered by the line 
supervisor to do this job? 

A The extent of the company’s liability for damages depends 
largely on where it’s located . That’s because many states 

limit an employee’s legal recourse to a workers’ comp claim . 
But, in general, firing employees right after on-the-job  

injuries isn’t a smart move . A court might interpret that fir-
ing as your way to prevent the possibility of a subsequent  
workers’ compensation claim . And such terminations are 
typically a violation of public policy and could be the basis  
for a retaliation lawsuit, whether or not the company is  
found liable for the injury .

The other important question is whether the company’s 
actions constituted negligence . Re quiring employees to 
com      plete a job-specific safety course prior to beginning a  
new job is one way to avoid liability in this scenario . If the 
company had that type of formal safety-training policy and 
the employee was ordered to go against it, chances are strong 
that a court could find the company negligent .
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Can an employee accrue sick days during workers’ comp leave?

Q One of our employees is out on workers’ comp. Our con-
tract says “no sick time will be lost or deducted” while 

employees are out on workers’ comp. But now he wants to 
know if he continues to accrue sick time and holiday pay 
while not working. Does he? 

A In the absence of a policy, employment agreement or  
collective bargaining agreement to the contrary, employ-

ees aren’t entitled to con tinue to accrue paid time off  
(such as sick days and holiday time) while on workers’ compen-
sation leave .

The collective bargaining agreement language quoted in 
your question is ambiguous . The phrase “no sick time will  
be lost or deducted” is subject to multiple meanings . If a  
labor arbitrator was faced with your case, he or she would  
likely look to your company’s past practice for guidance . We 
suggest you do the same .

Must we continue health insurance  
for employees on workers’ comp leave?

Q We have several employees out on workers’ comp claims. 
Our policy is to pay benefits for the employee but not 

dependents. How can we terminate the group insurance 
for employees who are out on workers’ comp for more than 
three months? 

A You’re confused, but don’t feel bad . Many employers mix  
up their obligations under the FMLA with their state  

workers’ comp obligations . While state workers’ comp laws 
vary, they typically provide two types of benefits: wage loss  
and medical . They usually don’t require you to continue  
providing health insurance .

On the other hand, the FMLA does require you to con-
tinue group health insurance for up to 12 weeks, as long as  
the employee continues to pay his or her share of the pre-
miums . So, most employers usually terminate group coverage 
after the employee’s 12 weeks of FMLA leave expire and then 
issue a COBRA notice .
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Before doing anything, check to see if your state has a  
leave law that goes beyond the FMLA . Also, make sure your 
organization is covered by the FMLA and/or COBRA .

Can an employee still take leave if his or her claim is denied?

Q If an employee’s petition for workers’ comp benefits has 
been denied, do I have to provide a leave of absence?

A It’s important to realize that the determination of  
whether an employee is eligible for workers’ comp benefits 

does not affect his or her rights under the ADA or FMLA .
Workers’ comp benefits hinge on the existence of a  

“work-related injury .” The FMLA requires a “serious health 
condition .” The ADA covers a “qualified individual with a  
disability .” Each of those terms has a special, independent 
meaning .

Likewise, an insurance carrier’s determination that an 
employee is disabled under the terms of a long-term or  
short-term disability policy has absolutely no bearing on  
an employee’s rights under the ADA, the FMLA or workers’ 
comp law .
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Vacation and 
Holiday Scheduling

Lay down the law on when staff  
can schedule vacations

Even though vacation leave is a mainstay of basic  
benefit packages, employers are not legally required  

to offer paid vacation to their employees . 
But, realistically, no vacation time would probably equal  

no employees . 
Still, that doesn’t mean you have to approve every single 

vacation leave request . Don’t be afraid to set limits on when 
employees can take time off . You’re free to set your own pol- 
icy on blackout dates . 

Best bet: Always try to match your policy to the special 
needs of your business based on the industry and market  
you serve . 

1

Problem: Productivity takes a hit when employees take vacation at 
the busiest times. Also, scheduling employees during the holidays 
can cause logistical headaches, dampened morale and legal risks. 

Solution: Adopt a clear, written policy that spells out vacation 
blackout dates and proper vacation request procedures, and mini-
mize holiday scheduling hassles with some smart preventative  
measures. 
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For example, if yours is a seasonal business—say, a land-
scaping contractor that brings in the bulk of its annual sales 
during the summer months—it’s wise to reflect that in your 
vacation policy . You could, for instance, offer employees  
two weeks’ vacation a year but require them to schedule it  
during nonpeak months when business is slow . 

Adopt a sound vacation policy
Make sure your organization has a clear, specific vacation 
policy that addresses these five key elements:

1. How much time. Most companies base the number of 
annual vacation days on tenure and seniority, granting  addi-
tional days to reward years of service . Vacation days can 
increase gradually or come in one lump sum as an incentive to 
recruit and retain management-level employees . 

2. Eligibility. At what point does the employee become 
eligible to take vacation or begin accumulating vacation  
leave? Typical benchmarks are after six months or a year . You’ll 

Sample vacation policy
Each full-time employee may take vacation with full pay at such time 
as is mutually agreed upon between the employee and the owner or 
manager of operations. 

After one year of full-time employment, the employee accrues five 
working days of paid vacation annually; after two years, 10 days; 
after five years, 15 days; and after 10 years, 20 days. 

If an authorized holiday occurs within an employee’s vacation 
period, equivalent time off with pay will be provided.

Full-time employees may carry over up to five days of vacation 
leave per calendar year. If not used, remaining vacation time will be 
forfeited.

All vacation leave must have the prior approval of the employee’s 
supervisor. Check with your supervisor before making vacation 
plans. The maximum vacation leave to be taken at any one time is 
15 days, unless prior approval is granted.
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also have to decide whether part-time workers are entitled to 
earn vacation .

3. Requesting leave. How far in advance must employees 
schedule vacation, and how should they request it? How  
much time off can employees take in one stretch? Normally, 
those with seniority get top priority when vacation requests 
conflict .

4. Blackout dates. Make sure your policy states that the 
company’s needs take priority, so vacations may need to be 
rescheduled . If your company is a seasonal business, your 
policy can require employees to schedule time off during  
the nonpeak months .

5. Unused vacation time. If vacation goes unused by  
year-end, you have four options:

• Force employees to forfeit the accrued leave .

• Pay employees the equivalent in cash .

• Force employees to use their time .

• Allow them to carry it over to the next year .

No formal, written vacation policy? A cautionary tale
You wouldn’t dream of having informal payroll policies, right? 
Yet too many employers treat vacation time—a form of com-
pensation—as a casual entitlement . Getting too informal can 
cost you . 

Case in point: A company fired a worker after 20 years  
on the job, claiming he failed to show up for three straight  
days and didn’t call . The employee said he was scheduled to 
be on vacation . But his supervisor’s calendar said the vaca- 
tion was slated for the following week . After the firing, the 
company hired a much younger employee as a replacement . 
The former employee sued for age bias and won a $150,000 
jury award . In upholding the award, the state appeals court 
criticized the way the company recorded vacation requests as 
“rather informal .”
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Scheduling summer vacations  
in the fairest, most efficient way
A reader of our HR Specialist newsletters recently posed this 
question: “We’re going to be incredibly busy this summer. What’s  
the best way to schedule vacations without our employees  
complaining?”

Here’s how some HR professionals replied:

Require advance notice
“In the case of two or more employees requesting the same 
time off, management determines who gets it based on sen-
iority and length of advance notice . Also, for one to two  
days’ vacation, we require three days’ advance notice . For  
more than three days’ vacation, we require three weeks’ 
notice—no exceptions .” —C.L.P.

Ask for employees’ help
“Your employees are your No . 1 asset, so allowing them to  
take their earned vacation when they want it will go a long  
way toward improving morale .

“Try discussing the situation with them first . A personal 
request from you for cooperation on vacation schedules will  
be met with a more positive attitude than simply publishing  
a new policy .

Average paid vacation days
 Length Small Medium/large  
 of service businesses businesses
 1 year 9 days 11 days
 5 years 13 16
 10 years 15 19
 20 years 16 22

Source: National Compensation Survey, 2014
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“If you need to make rules, tell employees how many people 
you can afford to have off at certain times . Letting employees 
cooperate with one another on this issue will allow the cream 
to rise to the top . Then, make sure you thank those who do 
cooperate .” —Mary

First-come, first-served
“Set up a schedule now of blackout days . Or, inform all that  
only two employees (or whatever number you designate)  
are able to take off at any given time . Provide it on a first- 
come, first-served basis . I’ve done this, and employees talk  
to those who already have the time slot off to see if they  
could trade .” —Amy

Set the tone early in the year
“Create a deadline at the beginning of the year (Jan . 31) for  
submitting vacation requests of durations of x amount of  
days or more . Warn employees that vacations are scheduled  
on a first-come, first-served basis, and only one person  
from a department can be off at a time .

“Set guidelines for how and whom they need to commu-
nicate information to before they go on vacation so impor- 
tant aspects of work are not missed .” —Janelle

Seniority rules 
“Rather than using a first-come, first-served basis, try a sen-
iority ruling . That seems to be the only fair way to me . I  
work in a unionized environment, so employees must have 
extended vacations (two weeks or more) in by the end of 
February . Following that, it’s based on a first-come, first- 
served basis .” —Patty

Encourage staff vacations to avoid burnout
Did you know that employees who skip vacation time make 
more mistakes, dislike their jobs, act irritable with their 
co-workers and become vulnerable to burnout? By contrast, 
people who take week-long vacations return to work in a  
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better frame of mind than those who simply grab a long  
weekend here and there .

Vacation skipping has become an epidemic . The Census 
Bureau says that 79% of U .S . workers have access to paid  
vacations, yet about a third of them don’t take a full week dur-
ing the year .

Here are two ways to encourage employees to use their 
vacation time:

You may assume that employers must pay exempt employees their 
entire salary even if they arrive late and leave early. Well, that’s only 
partially true.

If your benefits plan includes time off for vacation, personal days 
and sick leave, you can deduct time from those balances when 
exempt employees are late or sick. 

However, once exempt employees have used up their leave ben-
efits, make sure you follow the regulations set forth by the U.S. 
Department of Labor. Otherwise, you will jeopardize their exempt 
status and risk a lawsuit for unpaid overtime pay. 

Remember: Under the Fair Labor Standards Act, you must pay 
exempt employees a set salary for the week regardless of how much 
or how little work they perform. 

Case in point: Diane Judson and Nigel Simpson sued on behalf of 
themselves and all other exempt employees after their employer,  
JM Family Enterprises, told them to use personal or vacation time if 
they were away from work more than four hours a day. 

Their lawyers argued that by making them take leave, the com-
pany destroyed their exempt status and wasn’t paying them their full 
salaries. 

Not so, said the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals. Employers can 
charge exempt employees’ leave banks for partial-day absences so 
long as they continue to receive their full salary at the end of the pay 
period. (Judson, Simpson v. JM Family Enterprises, et al., 11th Cir.)

Final tip: Don’t deduct short absences from salary even if 
employees have used up their accumulated leave or don’t yet qualify.  

Lessons From the Court

It’s legal to deduct partial-day absence from leave bank
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1. Make vacation a use-it-or-lose-it perk. Don’t allow 
employees to carry over vacation to the next year, and don’t  
let them ex change unused time for pay . Balance that policy 
with detailed scheduling to make sure everyone can take  
time off while keeping productivity high .

2. Provide incentives to exhaust vacation time. Position 
this pitch as part of the organization’s concern about em ployee 
wellness . For example, RAND Corp . awards a 5% bonus to 
employees who use all their vacation days; MITRE em ploys a 
paid-time-off bank and allows employees to cash out their time 
only after they have used at least 40 hours a year .

Vacations help stem ‘seasonal absence syndrome’
Studies prove that while half of all employees are able to  
relax within two days of leaving the office, vacations of  
seven days or more are associated with better psychological 
outcomes .

A recent survey by the Kronos Workforce Institute  
revealed that a whopping 39% of full-time employees admit 
they’ve called in sick during the summer just so they can  
enjoy an extra day off or a mental health day .

The practice, dubbed “seasonal absence syndrome,” has 
the same effect on employees who don’t call in sick: Em - 
ployees who report to work feel anger and resentment as  
they’re left picking up the slack for absent co-workers . They 
feel overworked, which makes them more likely to take an 
unscheduled absence, too .

Take these four steps to discourage seasonal absence  
syndrome:

1. Encourage employees to schedule vacations of a week  
or more . Urge supervisors to monitor their employees’ use  
of paid leave and to nudge those who don’t take vacations to 
do so .

2. Establish “summer Fridays” and allow employees to 
leave early or take Fridays off during the summer and holi- 
day seasons .

3. Offer more flexibility at work, like teleworking, com-
pressed workweeks and flextime .
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4. Consider a paid time off (PTO) program that gives 
employees a bank of time to use at their discretion so they  
don’t spend unscheduled “sick leave .” 

Holiday scheduling: 7 steps to help you keep the peace
Here’s a familiar scenario: You need a certain number of 
employees to work during the holidays, even on Christmas  
and New Year’s . But so far, your supervisors aren’t getting 
many volunteers, and more vacation requests are coming in 
than you can approve . 

What to do? Can you force employees to work certain  
days? Maybe, but that could trigger a religious bias lawsuit . 

Federal law says you must make a reasonable effort to 
accommodate employees’ “sincere” religious beliefs, includ-
ing trying to give them time off for religious observances . 

The best way to minimize scheduling disputes, espe cially 
around religious holidays, and avoid legal trouble is through a 
few smart preventative measures: 

1. Make clear to applicants and new hires that they may 
need to work holidays or Sundays, or even overtime hours . 

2. Start planning early. Some employers start planning  
for the holiday season in January, asking employees their  
preferences about holidays they’d be willing to work, noting 
who has seniority status and who worked on holidays the  
previous year . 

3. Consider seniority and previous holiday service . Some 
employers rely strictly on seniority when deciding who gets  
first choice for time off; others keep track of who worked  
previous holidays . Both ways have the advantage of letting 
employees know what to expect, plus it leaves less room for 
accusations of favoritism . 

4. Let money do the talking. You’re not required to pay 
employees a higher rate just because they work on holidays . 
But holiday-pay bonuses can help fill the schedule and sat- 
isfy those irked by having to work on a holiday . 

5. Spread the burden. Call on as many employees as  
possible, and break shifts down into smaller increments . By 
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dividing work schedules equally, you’ll be less likely to key  
in on certain employees for holiday work . 

6. Don’t make assumptions. Single people often get leaned 
on to work holidays . But what if your single em ployees are all 
minorities or members of the same religious group? You could 
give the appearance of discriminating by forcing them to work 
unfavorable hours . 

7. Keep track of all requests for holiday time off . Also,  
keep a log of your attempts to accommodate leave requests .  
If you think an employee’s request will place an undue hard-
ship on your organization, write down the alternatives you  
suggested to accommodate the employee . If the employee 
refuses your accommodation, document the person’s refusal . 

How to avoid religious bias 
when scheduling employee leave 
It’s best to try to accommodate religious-related leave 
requests whenever possible . Employees are well aware of 
their religious-bias rights . Lawyers for religious advocacy 
groups say that as holiday season approaches, they receive 
more calls from employees asking about their rights . Many  
calls result in legal action . 

But federal law says that you still can force people to  
work on religious holidays or the Sabbath, regardless of  
their religious needs, if their absence would create an  
“undue hardship” on the business . That means the well- 
being of the organization or a department would be seri- 
ously hampered by the person’s absence, and you have no  
way to reasonably accommodate the request . (Example: No 
other qualified employee is available to swap shifts .) 

Tip: Don’t try to second-guess an employee’s claim of a  
“sincere” religious belief; courts are quick to back up em - 
ployees’ beliefs, even those that seem flaky . 

No need to ‘totally’ accommodate religious practices
When it comes to providing employees with the time they  
need to practice their religion, the key word is “reasonable,” 
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not “total .” An employer doesn’t have to bend over back-
ward to provide all the time off an employee’s religion may 
demand if doing so creates morale problems among co- 
workers who have to pick up the slack . 

The fact is, some religions have so many requirements  
that it’s almost impossible to accommodate the practitioners .

One innovative approach is to designate a certain number 
of days as floating holidays that employees can use as they 
choose . Or perhaps you can offer a set number of unpaid 
leave hours per year that employees can use for any reason . 
Employees then must use those days or hours to practice their 
religion . If they run over, they risk termination if they don’t 
show up for work .

Case in point: David Wise worked for Fire stone for 
about six years with no problems . Then he joined the Living 
Church of God . His new religion required him to refrain 
from working from sundown on Friday to Saturday at sun-
down . His religion also required him to take seven sets of 
holidays that do not mesh with the Firestone plant’s holiday 
schedule . All told, he needed 20 days off per year, plus every 
Friday evening through Saturday evening .

At first, this was not a problem since he worked the  
desirable 7 a .m . to 3 p .m . shift, Monday through Friday . But 
following a layoff, reworked schedules meant Wise had to  
work a later shift, as well as some weekends . He asked for a  
religious accommodation .

Firestone told him he could use vacation and the com-
pany’s unpaid-leave program to take time off . He did but  
still ran out of time . Then he simply didn’t show up for some 
shifts . Firestone fired him, and he sued, claiming the com- 
pany was re quired to fully accommodate his religious  
needs .

The 4th Circuit Court of Appeals tossed out his case . It  
ruled that the law didn’t require a total accommodation,  
just a reasonable one . And Firestone’s vacation and unpaid-
leave plan was reasonable . (EEOC v. Firestone, 4th Cir .)
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Can we force workers to take vacation time?

Q Our employees earn 20 days’ vacation per year and are 
allowed to carry over a total of 60 days to the new year. 

Accrued vacation time is an unfunded liability, and our 
policy requires that we pay departing employees for their 
vacation time. We’d certainly prefer that they take time off 
rather than collect a large check when they leave. Can we 
make employees take vacation time?

A There’s no reason you can’t force employees to take vaca-
tion time . In fact, it may be a good idea for more than 

one reason, especially for employees who handle your com - 
pany’s finances . For example, the rogue trader who recently 
cost a French bank $7 .2 billion in fraud reportedly never  
took a day’s vacation or sick leave because he feared his  
dealings would be discovered .

Some employers, in order to accommodate their oper-
ational needs, require that vacation be taken during cer-
tain times . Others, especially manufacturers, require vacation  
time be used during annual one- or two-week plant shutdowns . 
Assuming you are not operating in a union environment, 
you certainly can change how you handle vacation time and 
accrual .

Aside from normal overtime, is there such a thing  
as mandatory holiday pay?

Q Our business has recently started staying open on cer-
tain national holidays, including Thanksgiving and  

New Year’s Day. One of our employees was adamant that 

 
Reader questions on vacation/holiday leave
Here’s a sampling of questions on vacation and holiday schedul-
ing leave submitted by readers of our HR Specialist newsletters, 
answered by employment law attorneys.

Mailbag
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he was entitled to “holiday pay” for the time he worked on 
Thanksgiving, which he maintained was equal to 150% of  
his normal wage, even though he was not entitled to over-
time that week. Do we have to pay a premium wage to 
employees who work on a federal holiday?

A There’s a common misconception that, under federal  
law, an employer is required to pay employees a premium 

rate of pay for work performed on nontraditional workdays 
(e .g ., Sundays and holidays such as Christmas, New Year’s  
Day and Thanksgiving) . That’s simply not the case .

Unless agreed to as part of a contractual or collective  
bargaining agreement, an employer is required to pay  
employees a premium only for work performed in excess of  
40 hours in a workweek . The calculation of overtime under  
this single workweek method applies no matter the em - 
ployer’s payday schedule or what specific days are worked .

Can we legally set a one-week vacation rule?

Q I know we’re allowed to tell employees which months 
they can’t take vacations, but can we also require that 

vacations be taken only by the week, and not in daily,  
hourly or half-day increments?

A No law requires employers to provide paid vacations of  
any kind . So, you have the flexibility to fashion a vacation 

policy that fits your business needs . That means you can 
require employees to take vacation only during certain  
months or in certain increments . 

But yours is not really a legal question . It’s actually a  
question of employee recruitment, retention and morale .  
Would your employees rather work for a competitor that 
doesn’t have such an unusual vacation policy?

Can we deduct vacation leave if sick-leave bank is empty?

Q If an employee is out sick but has already used up all  
her sick-leave hours, can we legally subtract from her 

vacation time instead? 
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A Generally, yes . You can legally tap into an employee’s vaca-
tion allotment for sick-leave absences if the employee  

has exhausted all of his or her sick time . Review your poli-
cies and past practices to make sure that you’ve handled  
similar situations the same way .

Also, you should consider implementing a paid time off 
(PTO) plan, in which employees accrue time off in a single  
leave bank . Many employers have converted their traditional 
vacation, sick leave and personal day policies to PTOs . 

That effectively shifts the burden to em ployees to manage 
their scheduled and unscheduled time off .

Blue Mondays: How can we thwart attempt at 3-day weekends?

Q How can we handle an employee who routinely uses  
vacation and sick time on Mondays?

A You have the right to deny any request for vacation time  
that interferes with your operations . 
To avoid being hit with a discrimination charge, you  

must treat all employees evenhandedly when granting or  
denying vacation requests . One way to do this is to dole out 
vacation time on the basis of seniority . 

Also, when an employee has a pattern of abusing sick  
leave to create three-day weekends, require a doctor’s note .  
If the employee fails to produce one, start using progressive 
discipline .

Must we give holiday pay to employee out on FMLA leave?

Q Our policy says an employee must work the workday 
before and after a holiday to receive holiday pay. If an 

employee is on FMLA leave, is he entitled to holiday pay?

A It’s a good idea to have a holiday policy that requires 
employees to actually work the days before and after a 

holiday to qualify for holi  day pay . However, these policies 
must include an exception stating that employees will not  
be disqualified from receiving holiday pay due to absences 
occasioned by FMLA qualifying leave or an ADA disability . 
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